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Introduction

The findings of the Residents' Reference Panel on Regional 
Transportation Investment are an important contribution to a 
debate that will do much to define the future of the Greater Toronto 
and Hamilton Area. The panelists' efforts demonstrate that an 
informed public conversation is possible and that common ground 
does exist. Their recommendations offer us principled, popular 
and feasible strategies for funding transportation investment in the 
GTHA. 

!is Residents' Reference Panel is only one of several extensive outreach 
and public engagement initiatives launched by Metrolinx. 

Between January and February "#$%, Metrolinx hosted $" Public Round-
table meetings across the region that were attended by nearly $### local 
residents. Metrolinx launched the bigmove.ca website, which features 
an interactive tool where site users can choose the size of the transit sys-
tem they think should be built for the GTHA and how it should be fund-
ed. !is tool is also on kiosks which have been set up around the region. 
Metrolinx also released its popular ‘Conversation Kits’ —green boxes 
packed with maps, project cards, and funding strategies used by other 
world cities— so that members of the public could host their own meetings 
to discuss the implications of !e Big Move. 

Among these initiatives, the Residents' Reference Panel on Regional 
Transportation Investment is a centrepiece project intended to push deeper 
than top-of-mind opinion and to give a representative cohort of residents the 
opportunity to develop their own proposals for transportation investment.

!is innovative initiative brought together thirty-six randomly selected 
residents to represent the region. !eir task was to review !e Big Move 
and over the course of four Saturdays to propose their own investment sce-
narios — scenarios which they believe are in the best long-term interest of 
the region’s residents.

During the course of the Reference Panel, the members heard from more 
than a dozen independent experts and representatives of several of the 
region’s transit authorities. Panelists worked conscientiously to understand 
the implications of their proposals for users, taxpayers and other beneficia-
ries alike. 

Ultimately, a strong majority of panelists voted to recommend that 
Metrolinx propose a one percentage point increase to the Harmonized 
Sales Tax, raising over two-thirds of the $" billion dollars required annual-
ly to fund !e Big Move. !ey recommended that the balance of the funds 
be raised through an increase to the corporate income tax, and either a top-
up to the provincial vehicle registration fee or a $.& cent increase to the pro-
vincial fuel tax. 

Panelists worked 
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Importantly, all panelists believe strongly that the federal government 
has a role to play and should make significant long-term funding com-
mitments for these major infrastructure projects. Panelists showed mod-
est support for the introduction of a limited parking space levy that would 
raise revenues from non-residential property owners.

Among their principles, the panelists were adamant that any new rev-
enues be dedicated to transportation infrastructure and that under no cir-
cumstances should these new revenues be used for other purposes. 

!e full recommendations of the Residents' Reference Panel on 
Regional Transportation Investment are explained in their own words in 
the report that follows. It deserves careful study. Members are indepen-
dent; they do not represent a particular interest group or political party. 
!ey are regular people who are representative of the region and have 
taken significant time away from their families and friends to work as vol-
unteers without compensation on an issue that they believe is critical to 
the future of the region. 

!eir voice brings an important perspective to this debate.
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A Summary of Findings:  
What Policy Makers Should Know

The thirty-six members of the Residents' Reference Panel on 
Regional Transportation Investment want to see the region moving 
again. They experience gridlock everyday and know firsthand the 
costs and consequences of chronic congestion as well as over-
crowded or inadequate public transit. They believe transportation 
investment is long overdue. Panelists endorse The Big Move 
and are adamant that any revenue generated from new tools be 
strictly dedicated to transportation investments. Legislation or 
other similarly forceful mechanisms must be used to prevent new 
revenues from going to other government priorities.

FINDING COMMON GROUND

Members of the Residents' Reference Panel largely agree about how 
Metrolinx should raise $" billion dollars annually for !e Big Move.

 Two thirds of panelists support a one percentage point increase to the 
Harmonized Sales Tax that raises $$.' billion annually, or two-thirds of 
the annual cost of !e Big Move. !ey believe everyone benefits from 
transportation investments, and that a sales tax is a fair, straightforward 
and understandable way to gather contributions from all. !ey recom-
mend the tax be implemented province-wide, with proceeds from outside 
the GTHA used for infras  tructure priorities in those other communities. 
!ey also recommend measures similar to HST tax credits to protect 
low-income residents.

 !e panelists unanimously endorse the role of the federal government 
in providing the region with stable transportation funding.

 Four-fi(hs recommend a small increase to the corporate income tax 
that would raise between $$## to ')# million annually. !ey favor 
this tax over an employee payroll tax because they believe a corporate 
income tax is less likely to impede job creation in the GTHA.

 Panel members gave near unanimous support to relatively modest 
added fees aimed at drivers to mitigate congestion. !ey suggest either 
a vehicle registration fee, a small increase to the fuel tax, or a modest 
parking levy, hoping that with time these fees would influence either 
car use or land use. Panelists were clearly sensitive to charges on driv-
ers when they lack adequate transportation alternatives: proposals, 
including road tolls, that were perceived to place a heavy burden on 

Two thirds of the 
panelists support 
a one percentage 
point increase to the 
Harmonized Sales Tax 
that raises $1.4 billion 
annually, or two-thirds 
of the annual cost of 
The Big Move.
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drivers found little support amongst the panelists.

ALTERNATE SCENARIOS

!ree alternate scenarios were also developed by members of the panel, 
but failed to attract significant support. One group proposed a regional 
income tax instead of a sales tax. Another group focused on finding further 
government efficiencies and using private-public partnerships to generate 
funds. And a third group focused squarely on user fees that reduce conges-
tion and improve land use.

COMMUNICATING THE BIG MOVE:  
SUGGESTIONS FOR METROLINX 

Panelists have three suggestions that they believe will help garner public 
support for new transportation investment.

$. Metrolinx should take additional steps to explain !e Big Move to 
residents of the region. Few panelists had heard of the Big Move 
before receiving the letter inviting them to participate in the panel. 
Members of the panel are concerned that the public does not know 
enough about !e Big Move, about why new transportation invest-
ments are essential, or how Big Move projects will improve their 
quality of life. !ey believe more needs to be done—by Metrolinx 
and by public leaders— to explain what these new taxes, fees and 
tolls will build and what the benefits will be. 

". Metrolinx should show the public they are making every effort to 
spend current funds efficiently before requesting new revenue sourc-
es. Panel members want to pressure governments to find efficiencies 
and reduce costs in transportation, as well as in other government 
activities. High profile cases of misspending have reduced their trust 
that government is taking its financial responsibilities seriously, and 
believe information about what has been done so far to curb costs 
will lead to greater public support for new revenue tools. 

%. Metrolinx should go above and beyond normal government stan-
dards for transparency and accountability. Panel members worry 
the Big Move might not be completed on time and on budget. New 
revenue tools will gain greater acceptance if Metrolinx commits to 
actively communicating real-time evidence that shows whether they 
are meeting their cost targets and timelines. !is should be com-
municated in a format that is comprehensive, accessible and under-
standable for the average resident of the GTHA.
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!e %, members of the Residents' Reference Panel 

THE MEMBERS OF THE RESIDENTS' REFERENCE PANEL

Gender:
Male  (18)
Female  (18)

Age:
18 to 24 years old   (4)
24 to 39 years old   (10)
40 to 54 years old  (9)
55 to 69 years old  (9)
70 plus years old  (4)

Region:
Durham   (4)
Halton   (4)
Hamilton   (4)
Peel   (7)
Toronto   (11)
York    (6)

Primary Mode of Transportation: 
Bicycle   (1)
Automobile   (20)
Public Transit  (7)
Mixed   (8)
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Meet the Members of the 
Residents' Reference Panel 
on Regional Transportation 
Investment

The thirty-six randomly selected members of the Residents' 
Reference Panel on Regional Transportation Investment broadly 
match the demographic profile of the Greater Toronto and Hamilton 
Area. They were volunteers and received no compensation. You 
can read about each of them, in their own words.

Liaquat Ally, Mississauga: Born and raised in Guyana, I first came to Canada for 
my undergraduate studies in Geology, returning to Guyana afterwards. I later came 
back to Canada as an immigrant, and have been working and living in the GTA 
for thirty years. I currently work in IT for a regional government. I decided to par-
ticipate in this panel because I appreciate the opportunity to meet and exchange 
views with my fellow GTHA residents, and I think an effective transportation sys-
tem is vital for the economic future and social wellbeing of the GTHA. I have com-
muted by car, bus, subway, GO, and by foot. I love the outdoors and go canoeing, 
camping and fishing whenever I can. I like cooking, Bollywood movies and baby-
sitting my two granddaughters.

Patti Bamford, Newcastle: I emigrated from Northern Ireland to Toronto when I 
was in my early teens. When I married, my husband and I moved to the Scarbor-
ough area. I was an early childhood educator with the Toronto Board of Education 
and then chose to be at home and raise my three children. I have been involved 
with the Christian Women’s Club for many years and have also been involved with 
our local church. I assisted my husband, a senior police official, in his work with 
the community. In 2011, we moved to Port of Newcastle, on the eastern fringes 
of the GTHA. World travel, reading and spending time with family and friends has 
become our focus. I was honoured to be asked to serve on the Residents' Refer-
ence Panel. It is refreshing to see Metrolinx asking for feedback from those who 
are impacted by the escalating traffic congestion in our region. I believe that work-
ing together we can find solutions that will meet the needs of future generations 
and be the envy of the world.

Nina Barone, Woodbridge: I am 65 years old and a widow since May 28, 2011. I 
am the mother of four children, three girls and one boy, as well as the grandmother 
of six grandchildren, four girls and two boys. I have worked as a lay minister for St. 
Bernard Clairvau in Toronto, and as a substitute teacher for the Separate School 
Board. For a long stretch of time I stayed home to look after my family while my 
husband looked after our business, the Baroness Flower Shop. Presently my chil-
dren and I run the business. I am a practicing Roman Catholic and take my faith 
very seriously. I have been driving a car for most of my life and only occasionally 
take transit. After I was chosen for the panel, I have been asking questions of peo-
ple who use transit services to hear about their priorities and concerns. 
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Nenad Budisavljevic, Pickering: I was born and raised in West Hill, Scarborough, 
son of post WWII immigrants to Canada. I began my 28-year career in telecommu-
nication sales in 1980 after graduating from the University of Toronto with an Hon-
ours degree in Commerce and Economics. I moved to Pickering, Ontario in the late 
80’s with my wife and our three sons. I am a BBQ gardener, avid walker and occa-
sional cyclist in the Rouge Park (not during rush hour!). I have worked with many 
government clients in the GTA: on the first Internet protocol communications infra-
structure at Metro Hall, the 911 system, and the City of Toronto’s Traffic Signal Net-
work infrastructure. I took daily GO train commutes into Toronto, walked the PATH 
system, TTCed to Queen’s Park, and drove all over the region. In 2005, I joined 
another large telecommunications company, and worked on projects for the Min-
istry of Transportation for PRESTO, the Ministry of Government Services, and the 
Ministry of Corrections. Currently I spend my time in support of my family, personal 
investing and immersed in GTA current affairs.

Carol Ann Burgmann, Mississauga: I am a recently-retired human resources 
professional who is married, a mother of two adult daughters and I enjoy play-
ing tennis. I have lived in both Toronto and Mississauga. Throughout my 38 year 
career, I commuted using streetcars, buses, the subway, drove to the GO Station, 
used Presto and I also walked during two transit strikes. Today, I still use public 
transportation to go to Toronto. With GO, the problem is parking. Happily, I have a 
friend who lives walking distance from a GO Station and I can park in their drive-
way. I am thrilled to be a member of the panel because I studied transportation 
issues as part of my political science degree and now have an opportunity to pur-
sue that interest. 

Katherine Carleton, Toronto: I am a walker, cyclist, transit user, and very occa-
sional driver. I live in the Avenue Road and St. Clair neighborhood of Toronto with 
four cats and my fiancé, Dave, and work in the downtown core as the Executive 
Director of the national association of Canadian orchestras. I have a Bachelor of 
Music degree in clarinet performance from the University of Toronto and a Mas-
ter’s degree in Management from McGill through the McGill-McConnell program 
for national voluntary sector leaders. I grew up in Peterborough, and have also 
lived and worked in Kitchener-Waterloo, Mississauga, Kingston, and Halifax. I 
am now in the midst of a training program for the Big Sur Marathon in late April. A 
recently-initiated weekly trip on transit to the U of T campus in Scarborough has 
reminded me that Toronto is a very big place!

Michael Cooper, Toronto: Having lived in Bloor West Village for over 20 years I 
have had the impression that not much has been done to improve public transpor-
tation in Toronto in that time. I own a car, but use the TTC when going downtown.

Sandi Davis, Mississauga: I was born in Edmonton in 1953. My family moved 
to Mississauga when I was 7 years old and I have lived in and around the same 
neighbourhood ever since. I joined a major financial institution as a bank teller in 
1973. I’ve held a succession of more senior positions and worked at many loca-
tions throughout the GTHA traveling by bus, car and GO train over the years. Cur-
rently, I am a manager in a head office role. I am married with two children, both in 
their 20s. I am a volunteer in the Emergency Department of the Trillium Hospital, 
and think of my hours there as an ‘attitude adjustment’. I am looking forward to my 
planned retirement in 2014! 

Throughout my 38 year 
career, I commuted 
using streetcars, buses, 
the subway, drove to 
the GO Station, used 
Presto and I also 
walked during two 
transit strikes.
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Joe De Leo, Maple: I live in Maple with my wife and two kids. I'm also fortunate 
drive only 5 minutes to my office. But, being a Commercial Real Estate Broker, I do 
drive my car all over the GTA. The only time I use transit is when I have a confer-
ence to attend downtown or for family outings, and even then I think twice about 
jumping on transit with the family. I love driving for the freedom. We do need to 
fix transit for everyone in the GTHA. I’m a 5 minute walk to Vaughan Mills and 
Canada's Wonderland, and even walking sometimes is difficult since sidewalks are 
not in place everywhere in my neighbourhood.

Jeff Denholm, Binbrook: Born and raised in Hamilton, I’m the proud father of 
three children. My family enjoys camping, fishing and boating, and I’m the assis-
tant coach of my son’s hockey team. As a Project Manager I have been working in 
the engineering / construction industry since 1989. I have completed a wide vari-
ety of projects, including a water treatment plant, data centers, many new casinos, 
hotels, a parking lot and an airplane hangar. My personal highlight is the alumi-
num smelter fume treatment plant we built on Boyne Island, Australia in 1997. My 
work has meant numerous hours on the roads of southern and northern Ontario. At 
times, I have travelled more than 80,000 km in a year, sometimes quickly, some-
times achingly slow. I know from experience how frustrating road congestion can 
be for car commuters, and am looking forward to seeing improvements to our 
transportation system in the GTHA. 

Sonia Dzura, Richmond Hill: I have lived in the Richmond Hill area all my life and 
I always commute to Toronto and Vaughan to work, visit family, to socialize and for 
appointments. I find it easier to commute to Toronto than to Vaughan. I am lucky to 
live off Yonge Street, which makes my commutes a lot less challenging. I wanted 
to be on this panel because I feel so passionately about transportation. Within the 
region, there has been significant progress; for example, I feel York Region has 
gone a long way in improving its transportation. However, there are many areas 
that still need improvements: Toronto, Durham, all GO transit routes, and routes 
from Mississauga to Hamilton still need work. 

Elizabeth Gallant, Durham: I am a resident of Durham, who has lived and worked 
in Toronto for many years. I am interested in finding green, economically feasible 
solutions to our over-crowded highways, and envision an equitable transportation 
system for all GTHA residents.

Juanita Heber, Missisauga: As an advocate for positive change, I welcomed the 
opportunity to participate in the Metrolinx Residents' Reference Panel. I've dedi-
cated some time to volunteering for the development of the Children's Charter 
of Rights by the Peel District School Board, Salvation Army Shelter for Women & 
Children, and Fashion Cares. I've enjoyed working as a System Analyst for many 
years and have a Bachelor's of Commerce. I'm fortunate to have the opportunity to 
wear many hats as an administrator, designer, coordinator, facilitator and creative 
thinker. My experiences commuting in the GTHA suggest that our transportation 
system can be improved, to reduce the cost of commuting and improve the cus-
tomer experience. Compared to the growth and innovation of other transportation 
infrastructures around the world, we have our work cut out for us but The Big Move 
is the step in the right direction. I hope my experience as a commuter, resident, 
professional, volunteer and advocate contributed to this process.

Renée James, Oakville: I was born in Windsor and moved to Oakville, 
Ontario when I was 6 years old and have lived there with my family ever since. I 
went to the US on a tennis scholarship for University, played Division I level tennis 

My work has meant 
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and graduated with a Bachelor's Degree in Business Marketing. I am a Full-Time 
Tennis Coordinator at a fitness & racket club, and I commute everyday by car from 
Oakville to Markham. Living in the suburbs and having our transportation sys-
tem the way it currently is, my travelling options are restricted and I do most of my 
commuting by car. My commute time to work is currently an hour to an hour and 
a half. I’d love to see a 24/7 GO, bus and subway transportation system that bet-
ter accommodates people with more frequent, convenient and efficient stops and 
destinations. We need to look at New York City, Paris, London and Melbourne and 
see why their transportation systems are so successful. We need to stop making 
excuses and talking about what needs to be done and what should be done and 
just do it!

Fahmida Kamali, Toronto: I am a student at the University of Toronto. I study Psy-
chology & Employment Relations, work in Marketing & E-Commerce and volun-
teer for various not-for-profits in my spare time. At 21 years old, I have taken public 
transport for most of my life. The opportunity to be part of the Reference Panel 
was daunting, but mostly exciting – helping to redefine the future of transportation 
funding is no easy task, nor one that can be taken lightly, as it will impact millions 
now and in the future. I am hoping that as part of the panel, I have not only made 
my voice heard, but also that of the young people who will be using public trans-
port for the next 20, 40, 60 years (and paying for it too). A city’s public transport 
system really helps to define what that city is like. I want to see Toronto become a 
real metropolitan hotspot to rival New York, London, Tokyo… having a mediocre 
transit system is certainly not the way to achieve that!

Marilyn Kennedy, Brampton: I am a retired registered laboratory technologist. 
I trained and worked in the laboratories at Kingston General Hospital. When my 
husband was transferred to the Toronto area, we moved to Brampton. We chose 
Brampton because it was a safe, comfortable area to live and raise our family. I 
re-entered the workforce part-time and then full time in the laboratories at Peel 
Memorial Hospital and continued for 30 years. Transportation in Brampton was 
selective so I rode a bicycle or walked to work. I often rode the GO train or buses to 
Toronto. The limited schedules of the GO trains and buses were a constant annoy-
ance and I wasted extensive time on buses, trains and subways to meet my work 
obligations. Brampton and the surrounding areas are home to thousands of peo-
ple who drive because it is difficult and time consuming to get around otherwise. 
I applied for this panel because I was curious about the process, interested in the 
use of tax dollars and I had the time! 

Geoffrey MacDonald, Oakville: Born and raised in Ottawa and living in the GTHA 
since 2002, I am a proud father of two girls and practice corporate/commercial law 
at a global corporation, having previously worked in private practice in Toronto. 
I was actually “encouraged” to participate in the panel by my wife… but have 
enjoyed the work. My hope is that the public will see that we face an unparalleled 
commuting challenge and that the various funding tools available are not pleas-
ant but are necessary. I hope people understand that our recommendations are 
the product of considered and responsible deliberation amongst a cross-section 
of our community — recommendations that should not be easily dismissed or dis-
counted by ill-considered political posturing.

Angelica McIntyre, Newmarket: I moved to the GTHA from the Ottawa Valley 
as a teenager. I am employed as a Senior Medical Laboratory Technologist at a 
large Toronto hospital and I currently reside in Newmarket. When my husband and 
I moved to Newmarket in the 90s, the commute to our jobs in Toronto was 90 min-

I hope people 
understand that our 
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utes round trip. Since then, the population of Newmarket has doubled, so today we 
have to leave an hour earlier and the commute by car to our jobs has ballooned to 
anywhere from 120 to 180 minutes round trip. When the invitation to join the Resi-
dent’s Panel arrived, I was curious about the transit plans for the region. Transit in 
Newmarket is not as easy to navigate as the TTC in Toronto, and when I saw the 
full range of projects in The Big Move, I was excited about the potential to ease 
travel from our town into Toronto and around the region. 

Kimberley McMillan, Mississauga: As a west end 905er all of my life, I com-
mitted almost two hours a day for travel between home and work. Three years 
ago, newly married and frustrated with the commute, I moved closer to work in 
Mississauga and now enjoy my daily walk to the office. However still a traveler 
throughout the GTHA by car and GO Train, I have seen the pressures on the trans-
portation system and strongly agree that improvements are needed now. We need 
a system that provides a reliable, convenient and affordable alternative to the car. 
As a professional planner in the private sector, I was intrigued by the opportunity to 
participate on the Residents' Reference Panel because of the relationship between 
transportation and land use planning, to learn about the funding options, and to be 
a part of the discussion.

Tiago Moura, Toronto: I am a project manager in the architectural design field with 
more than a decade of experience designing and developing large-scale communi-
ties and custom homes. I’m a resident of Toronto’s Rouge Valley area, and currently 
work for a firm in Durham, where I work on projects for major home builders and land 
developers in the GTA. I volunteered for the Residents' Reference Panel because I’m 
passionate about architecture and urban planning. I believe that vibrant modern cit-
ies require coordinated, efficient and accessible public transit systems in order to 
foster economic growth and sustainable development. I hope that through citizen, 
government and private sector collaboration and creativity, the GTHA can realize its 
potential and build the public transit system that the region deserves. 

Sarah Peel, Toronto: I have spent my career organizing people around environ-
mental work and action. For the past several years, I have been at Fashion Takes 
Action as Program Director promoting sustainability in the fashion industry. I am 
now pursuing innovative community-building in Durham Region. I started taking 
the TTC to school at the age of 12, and have weathered the frustrations and plea-
sures of alternative transportation ever since. I spent years riding The Rocket on 
King Street, the busiest street car line in Toronto, as well as the GO Lakeshore East 
train as part of my daily commute. I have also gotten around in Scandinavia and 
West Africa on nothing more than bikes, trains, buses, and taxis. This has given me 
equal experience taking public transit that works and doesn’t work, which is why I 
volunteered to be part of the Residents' Reference Panel.

Hassan Pishdad, Richmond Hill: I am an ex civil engineer, who has previous-
ly studied transportation projects and theories (although I don’t remember any of it 
now!). Transportation has always been one of my interests, so when I saw the Metro-
linx letter, I decided to take part to acquire more knowledge, and also to be of ser-
vice. I even cancelled appointments and social engagements to ensure that I was 
able to attend all four sessions. As an active real estate professional, transportation 
occupies a good portion of my time. I have been involved in many traffic jams in the 
GTHA and have come to accept them as a reality of life in the region. In the past four 
years, I have staggered my working times, but it seems that getting caught in traf-
fic is an unavoidable feature of the GTHA. I live in Richmond Hill, which has rapidly 
expanded in the past several years, adding to our transportation challenges. 
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Aaron Postma, Georgetown: Born in Scarborough to international development 
workers, I spent the first seven years of my life in Bangladesh and later Tanzania. 
My parents got jobs in Canada, and I began second grade in Georgetown. In 2007, 
I entered high school in Toronto, and was exposed to the big city and the difficul-
ties involved with getting around. Living in the suburbs of Georgetown required 
access to a car, since there is no local transit and limited access to GO transit. 
After high school, I enrolled at the University of Waterloo, studying biochemistry in 
a cooperative education program. On my first coop term, I worked at Weston Rd 
and Steeles Ave. Again, transit wasn’t a viable option, forcing me to use the 401 in 
rush hour. This was not a pleasant experience, and is what encouraged me to take 
part in this Residents' Reference Panel.

Tony Schinina, Toronto: I was born and raised in Toronto and live in the east end 
of the city. I graduated from college with a diploma in Mechanical Engineering. 
I enjoy travelling to all parts of the world. I also enjoy going to the movies, being 
physically active, reading non-fiction historical or political books and enjoying the 
company of my friends and family. I worked downtown in the financial services 
field and used public transit very often. I accepted the invitation to join the panel 
to share my views on these important questions facing our region. It is my sin-
cere hope that as a group we have provided recommendations that will continue to 
make Toronto and the rest of the GTHA a worldwide destination of choice for both 
individuals and businesses.

David Shannon, Toronto: For many years, I did operate a car in my hometown of 
Montreal. But, never overly confident behind the wheel, I say it was a good thing 
for all when I let my license lapse. That is when I became a committed BMW user 
— Bus, Metro, Walk. The public transit systems of London and New York were vital 
to my time living in those cities and I was impressed by how comprehensive and 
valued they are. I would like to point out that some of my closest family and friends 
are still drivers.

Tricia Simon, Toronto: I am a lawyer practicing both Immigration Law and Fami-
ly Law on Finch Avenue West in Toronto, Ontario. Since August 2005 I have resid-
ed in very close proximity to my legal practice thus eliminating the need to own a 
car. I use public transit as my primary mode of transportation whether that is the 
Toronto Transit Commission, York Region Transit (YRT)/Viva, Brampton Transit or 
GO Transit. I find public transit to be a very cost and environmentally efficient travel 
option. The majority of my legal clients use public transit as their primary mode of 
transportation which links them to vital services. Thus, an expansion of public transit 
is vital to ensure that the GTA-Hamilton area continues to remain a sustainable and 
competitive area in an environmentally prudent manner. 

Ian Skelton, Toronto: I am in the process of retiring as a city planning professor. 
For the past decade and a half I’ve lived in Toronto and Winnipeg, where I work 
in the Department of City Planning at the University of Manitoba. In my academic 
career I’ve focused on low cost housing. I am a member of the Canadian Institute 
of Planners and a research associate with the Canadian Centre for Policy Alterna-
tives. A good transportation system is essential for vibrant urban areas. Transpor-
tation should enable everyone to move around easily and cheaply for access to 
jobs, services and many other destinations. It should be safe and convenient for 
users and have low environmental impact. Good transportation can create cohe-
sion across the urban area, diminishing conflicts between the inner city and sub-
urbs. I joined the to learn about transportation in the GTHA and explore ways to 
improve the system. 

It is my sincere hope 
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Donna Stinson, Hamilton: I am a 24 year old fourth generation Canadian, and 
currently reside in Hamilton. I grew up in Binbrook, Ontario, on farmland that was 
previously owned by my grandfather. Growing up in a rural area, driving was my 
only method of travel. After completing a BA in Criminology, I was hired by the fed-
eral public service in Toronto. I lived in Etobicoke for two years without a vehicle, it 
took almost as long to travel via TTC from Etobicoke to downtown as it does now 
from Hamilton. My daily commute via GO is 2 to 2½ hours long. I am also a con-
tinuing education student at Mohawk College and rely on HSR to travel to and from 
school. I have a great desire to learn and help improve transit systems within all 
areas of the GTHA and I aspire to become involved in my community. This is why 
volunteered to join the Residents' Reference Panel.

Helena Suarez, Toronto: I was born and raised in Colombia so I prefer warm 
weather to cold winters. I have lived in Canada for 25 years, and in Etobicoke for 
20 of them. I enjoy camping. My husband and I want to buy a house outside of 
Toronto, but transportation is a big problem. We don’t want to spend all our time in 
the car. I volunteered for the panel because I like the idea that transit can make life 
easier for everyone. I think transit is also critical for future generations in the region. 
I work as a school-bus driver, so I am very familiar with problems of congestion 
and frustration on the roads. 

Shah Syed, North York: I completed my engineering degree in India, and then 
came to Canada in 1989. Since then I have worked various jobs, mostly in the con-
struction field, while continuing to improve my professional engineering creden-
tials. I was very surprised to received the letter inviting me to participate in the 
panel, and have enjoyed working with the 35 other panelists. I have seen conges-
tion worsen in the GTHA, and believe that the panel has given the government our 
best advice regarding funding. I hope that all GTHA residents will see our report, 
and that it will help solve our congestion problems. 

Wuchow Than, Dundas: I was born in Chegdu, China and grew up in Calcutta, 
India. In 1968, I immigrated to Hamilton. I have a Bachelors of Science in Physics 
from St. Xavier’s College, University of Calcutta, a BA in Psychology from McMas-
ter University, and an MSc (Education) from Niagara University New York. Prior to 
retiring in 2002, I worked as a teacher, vice-principal and principal with the Hamil-
ton Wentworth Catholic District School Board. My current community involvement 
includes being President of the Hamilton Stamp Club, Vice President of McGiveny 
Community Home, a board member of the Grand River Valley Philatelic Asso-
ciation, a board member for St. Vincent DePaul Society of West Hamilton and a 
workshop presenter for Scientists in School. I am a world traveler, an avid stamp 
collector and actively involved in promoting stamp collecting and hands on sci-
ence activities among today’s young people. 

Ronojoy (Ron) Thomas, Mississauga: I am a P&C Insurance Industry Profession-
al with a diverse career spanning both Life and General Insurance. I am currently 
employed by one of the leading Direct Insurers in Canada and am working towards 
the C.I.P designation. I moved close to my office in downtown Mississauga to 
ensure a short commute since it gives me more time with my family. We love to 
catch rock shows in T.O and often park the car at the GO station and bus into 
town; it saves the trouble of driving downtown and trying to find parking. However, 
I wish the transit services were better connected so we wouldn't need to check the 
schedule or worry about missing the last bus back. I joined the panel to help find 
innovative ways we can improve the current transportation systems in the GTHA 
for everybody’s sake. I strive to think outside of the box and this quote I heard once 

I work as a school-bus 
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and stuck with me captures why: 'Insanity is doing the same thing over and over 
and expecting different results' (Rita Mae Brown).

Marilyn Ruth Thompson, North York: I have been a resident of Toronto since I 
was three months old. I trained first as a nurse, and spent several years as a public 
health nursing supervisor in Scarborough. During that period I became interested 
in the emerging concerns regarding child abuse. I decided to attend Osgoode Hall 
Law School and have since practiced family and estate law. Through my church 
group, I help to support a downtown men’s drop-in centre and a hostel for teens 
in North York. My husband was a civil engineer involved in municipal services 
and construction safety. I have two children, one of whom is a veterinarian, which 
accounts for the fact that I live with two dogs and three cats, all rescues. I used 
public transit to commute to work and my children used it to go to school. Many of 
my clients are also reliant upon these services to get to my office and to court. If 
Toronto is to remain a vibrant and growing city, an efficient transportation system 
is essential. 

Shaun Wade, Acton: With a severe spinal code injury for over 20 years, I have had 
to develop a creative approach to engaging with a vocation and creating a market-
able strategy to achieve to my own expectations. Being in a society that requires 
considerable transportation and commuting has its barriers for a large number 
of Canadians over many demographics. I believe my unique position has offered 
helpful insights to the Reference Panel, as I’ve focused on areas such as public, 
medical and emergency transit, fundamental rights and awareness. 

Chris Walker, Ancaster: I am a professional engineer with a master’s degree in 
mechanical science and economics from Cambridge University, with extensive 
experience in project planning, management, and evaluation in a wide range of 
sectors and locations world-wide. This has included participation in the construc-
tion of the 407 highway and the rail tunnel between England and France. I have 
served as President of two professional engineering societies, as a municipal 
councillor and on the traffic management committee of Oakville. The GTHA needs 
a development strategy and implementation plan that will result in an integrated 
transportation system with seamless interfaces and common operating system. 
For safety, convenience and efficiency it should seek to seamlessly interconnect 
the major components (road, rail, air and pedestrian) and minimize all forms of pol-
lution. Without such an efficient and integrated transportation system, economic 
progress will gradually grind to a halt and the GTHA will become an undesirable 
place in which to live and work.

Ken Zhang, Markham: I immigrated to the Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area 15 
years ago from China. I currently live in Markham with my family of five. I have a Bach-
elor of Civil Engineering of Shenyang University and a Bachelor of Computer Science 
from York University. I have also studied networking at Seneca College. I have spent 
seven years working as a civil engineer, five as a project manager, and ten years work-
ing as an IT specialist. I am the founder of the Tianhua Culture Organization, a Cana-
dian non-profit organization.
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In Their Own Words:  
The Report of the Residents' 
Reference Panel on Regional 
Transportation Investment

What follows is the Report of the Residents' Reference Panel on 
Regional Transportation Investment. The report was drafted by the 
panel members and edited by MASS LBP staff. The entire report 
was sent to each panel member for comment and further revision 
before being released to Metrolinx and the public. In this way, it 
has been vetted and authorized by panel members as an accurate 
account of their intentions and recommendations. Every panel 
member may not necessarily agree that each aspect of this report 
reflects their own personal positions, but they believe that their role 
on the panel is to do their best to represent the needs and interests 
of all residents of the GTHA and to work on their behalf. Thus, 
they have all agreed that this report accurately reflects the work 
accomplished by the panel over the four days spent together and 
expresses the voice of the Residents' Reference’ Panel as a whole.

WHO ARE WE AND WHY DID WE VOLUNTEER?

We are thirty-six people who received one of $#,### letters in the mail sent 
randomly to households across the Greater Toronto and Hamilton Region, 
inviting us to volunteer to help Metrolinx develop their Investment Strat-
egy. We were randomly selected from the '$# applicants who responded, 
and we represent the diverse demographics and perspectives of the Greater 
Toronto and Hamilton Area. 

We were selected to represent the gender, age and population distribu-
tion of the region. We include members who are younger than "# and older 
than -&; we are transit users, cyclists, pedestrians and drivers; we walk to 
work and drive hundreds of kilometres to get there; we are able-bodied and 
we are mobility restricted. We come from communities in Hamilton, Dur-
ham, Toronto, Halton, Peel and York. We live right on the subway line and 
far away from the nearest bus stop. We were born right here and in coun-
tries around the world. Some of us are well to do and some of us have lower 
incomes. We are students, we are employees, we are business owners, and 
we are retired. We are citizens and we are taxpayers. We came together to 
provide Metrolinx with informed advice about their Investment Strategy, 
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and the diversity of our individual experiences, backgrounds and beliefs 
help us represent the ,., million people of this region.

We volunteered to participate for many reasons – to learn about trans-
portation, participate in an innovative public consultation process, express 
our frustration with congestion, be good citizens, help build a great trans-
portation system and make sure we are not creating unnecessary or ill-suit-
ed new taxes, fees and tolls. Ultimately, we all came together to make sure 
Metrolinx had the best advice from the residents, taxpayers, and transpor-
tation users of the GTHA about how to fund and move ahead with trans-
portation improvements for our region.

WHAT WE LEARNED

Over the course of our four long Saturdays together, we all became more 
knowledgeable about transit and transportation. !rough $& presentations, 
experts and stakeholders shared their knowledge, experiences, and sugges-
tions with us. Professors, policy makers, transit operators, and representa-
tives of key transportation constituencies answered our questions about the 
economy and population of the GTHA, about provincial and local poli-
cy decisions, and about the successes and challenges of other city regions 
working to fund transportation investment. In between our meetings, we 
read articles and research papers and spoke with our friends and family. 
As a group working together for four full days, we also learned from each 
other: about the diversity of transportation needs in our region, about our 
different hopes and fears for transportation, and about the many priorities 
that we shared. 

We learned about the state of transportation in our region. We already 
knew about congestion —we experience it almost every day— but we 
learned from the experts that our region has the longest commute times in 
North America, at an average of )" minutes. We found out that congestion 
hurts our economy, costing the region six billion dollars each year. And we 
learned that the population of the GTHA will grow from ,., million to . 
million in "& years — leading to even worse gridlock if nothing is done to 
improve our region’s transportation infrastructure. 

We learned that Metrolinx has developed an important transportation 
plan for the GTHA called ‘ !e Big Move’, and that this plan is already 
being carried out, with $$, billion in current transportation projects 
already paid for and underway. We also learned that there was a ‘Next 
Wave’ of projects in !e Big Move, which are not yet funded and will only 
get built if two billion dollars is raised each year for transportation. 

We learned a great deal about the options that the GTHA can use to 
fund new transportation investment. We examined the pro and cons of ", 
different funding tools used in jurisdictions around the world to raise mon-
ey for transportation. We heard about how much revenue they could gener-
ate in the GTHA and how they would be implemented. And we took all the 
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lessons we have learned, all the information we have gathered, and have 
used it to inform our recommendations. 

OUR VISION FOR THE GTHA’S  
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

As the Residents' Reference Panel on Regional Transportation Investment, 
we believe our region should have a transportation system that: 

 Is affordable for the region and for users

 Is efficient in moving people and goods to and from all parts of  
the GTHA

 Is accessible and easy to use for people across the whole region and to 
those of different physical abilities

 Is safe and secure for those moving around the region

 Is predictable, reliable, and punctual

 Is maintained, operated and administered in an efficient, cost-effective, 
and transparent way 

 Is integrated, with car travel linked up to transit, and different transit 
systems matching up to provide easy and timely transfers, including a 
fully-integrated fare system

 Supports physically active transportation like cycling and walking

 Encourages people to choose behaviors that reduce congestion and 
gives them options that make it easy to do so

 Is clean, both physically (the buses, trains, stations, roads) and 
environmentally 

 Supports our economy and helps create jobs

A(er learning about all the projects included in !e Big Move, we believe 
they will take the GTHA much closer to achieving this vision. 

OUR VIEW OF THE BIG MOVE

As a representative panel of GTHA residents, we believe this investment 
in transportation is vitally important and necessary, yet it is virtually 
unknown to the public. 

!e projects included in !e Big Move are important to small families, 
businesses, students, single parent homes, large families, tourists, commut-
ers, drivers and truckers- we believe it is important to everyone!

We need substantial investment in transportation in order to sustain and 
grow our economy, to adapt to a growing population, to improve the envi-
ronment and to better our quality of life here in the GTHA. 

And !e Big Move is already here — shovels are in the ground. We 
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believe it is a great start to improving our transportation system and that 
the plan offers something to everyone in our region.

As members of the Residents' Reference Panel on Transportation Invest-
ment, we arrived on Day One with little knowledge of !e Big Move, but 
with a common belief in the need for transportation improvements. 

A(er $& presentations from experts, policymakers and stakeholders and 
hours of discussions, brainstorming and learning together we believe  
!e Big Move is:

 Broadly fair for the different regions in the GTHA. !e proposed 
transit projects will be in all regions, will help integrate the different 
transit systems that are already in place, and one-quarter ("&%) of the 
funds for !e Big Move will go to improvements to roads, highways, 
cycling paths, walking trails, and local transit. In order for the differ-
ent regions of the GTHA to see the plan as fair, they will all need to 
see improvements and feel the impact of these positive changes in the 
region and their own municipalities within a reasonable timeframe; 

 A huge undertaking. It includes many projects, including bus rap-
id transit, light rail transit, subways, new bus routes, municipal road 
improvements and active transportation facilities; 

 Beneficial for the whole GTHA. It will improve our quality of life, 
make it easier to do business here, and make the region attractive for 
both companies to set up business and for tourists to visit;

 An important first step. As the GTHA continues to grow, further 
expansion of the system will be needed to meet the region’s evolving 
needs, and funding will be required for these future projects as well.

However it is vitally important that Metrolinx inform the public about 
these projects, projects that will change the future of the GHTA for the 
better. We believe Metrolinx needs to increase communication with the 
general population through a variety of channels. In order to increase pub-
lic confidence that further revenues will be handled effectively, Metrolinx 
needs to show that it and its partners are already being efficient with the 
money that is collected. In order to change perceptions about whether 
these investments are fair to the different parts of the region and about 
why new funding is needed, residents of the GTHA need to hear about 
!e Big Move through increased regional education and through better 
access to well-presented information. 

Yes, these projects will cost a substantial amount. But this is an invest-
ment in our region’s future. We need it, we support it, so let’s do it now!
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OUR TASK

We understood from our first day together that our task was to “learn 
about the current and future transportation  
systems of the GTHA and how we can fund them, understand the trans-
portation needs and priorities of residents from across the region, and 
make recommendations that will help Metrolinx develop a strategy for 
raising funds to make long-term, sustainable investments in transit and 
transportation in the Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area.”

We understand this work is part of a broader public consultation effort 
by Metrolinx and expect that that it will inform the Investment Strategy 
that Metrolinx will present to the provincial and municipal governments of 
the region on or before June $st, "#$% – we are eager to see what Metrolinx 
puts forward. 

We hope readers of this report will agree that, given the time available 
and the difficult decisions we faced, we have largely accomplished our task 
and have offered Metrolinx a useful and informed public perspective. 

OUR FUNDING PRINCIPLES

We reached agreement on seven funding principles that we believe should 
guide the selection of funding tools and the overall design of the Invest-
ment Strategy. In each of our funding scenarios, we highlight the values 
that are most important to the development of these proposals. We place 
particular emphasis on the principle of dedicated revenue, while the rest 
are presented in no particular order.

Dedicated Revenue

We believe funds raised through new revenue tools must be directed to 
Metrolinx by legislation or other strong mechanisms for investment in pub-
lic transportation infrastructure now and into the future. Funds must be 
transferred in a transparent manner so that the public can track how much 
money is collected and how it is spent.

Dedicated revenue is vital to the successful implementation of !e Big 
Move. It is essential for public and business support. Not only does dedi-
cated revenue assure taxpayers that they will see substantive transportation 
improvements from any new fees, it will also encourage businesses to invest 
in our region long-term since they can have confidence that future plans 
will be implemented. And importantly, dedicated funding assures predict-
able, reliable funding for current and future projects, making it easier to  
plan and implement transportation projects and to obtain financing from 
lenders at competitive rates.

Sustainability

We believe that new revenue tools should be able to produce adequate 
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funding over time. Sustainability is important because the GTHA needs 
a reliable and continuous funding program for transportation investment 
over the long term.

Sustainability may require adapting the tools to changing conditions 
so that the full suite of funding tools generate the necessary $" billion per 
year, including changes to the rates used or the revenues generated by par-
ticular revenue tools.

Accountability and Transparency

We believe that individuals and organizations involved in handling and 
spending funds generated through new revenue tools should be obligated 
to account for their activities, to accept responsibilities for their actions and 
to disclose hard and so( metrics about their progress in a transparent and 
timely manner. We also believe funding tools should be easy for the public 
to understand.

Real accountability and transparency are required for the success of 
!e Big Move. Without them, there will be little trust or citizen support 
for transportation investment and for new revenue tools to fund them. In 
order for the public to agree to new tools, Metrolinx needs to take extra 
steps to show how money is already being used and how new money will 
be collected. !ey must show that they are taking a rigorous and disci-
plined approach, and that they will be able to prevent projects from run-
ning over budget. 

We believe a number of strategies could be used to achieve this, includ-
ing: more effective use of existing communication channels such as the 
Metrolinx website; communication of easy-to-understand project bench-
marks that keep the public informed on a continuous basis of project prog-
ress; the use of independent, %rd party-verified estimates, projections, and 
evaluation; and ongoing public consultation on important decisions.

Ease of Implementation

We believe that, if possible, funding mechanisms should be easy to imple-
ment, operate and collect revenue from. Tools that are easiest and most effi-
cient to implement are ones that use existing administrative infrastructure 
and require small amounts of new administration. 

Ease of implementation builds public confidence because it allows funds 
to be raised quickly, efficiently, and transparently. It keeps the funding 
system simple and reduces the risk of complications and unexpected out-
comes. Although ease of implementation is an important consideration, 
tools that are more difficult to implement should not be excluded if they 
offer other advantages.

Public Fairness

For us, public fairness means that everyone contributes to funding trans-
portation, including the users of the transportation system as well as oth-
ers who benefit from reduced congestion. Public fairness also means that 
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everyone benefits from transportation improvements, and that everyone is 
provided with transportation choices and options. 

Public fairness allows us to take shared responsibilities as a region 
for these investments. In order to get public support and buy-in for 
!e Big Move, fairness needs to be considered when deciding how to 
build, fund, operate and maintain the transportation system. 

Regional Fairness

We believe it is important that Metrolinx strive to make sure residents 
of all six municipal regions believe that costs and benefits are fairly dis-
tributed throughout the GTHA. All residents of the GTHA will bene-
fit, directly and indirectly, from the full suite of Big Move projects. More 
than ever before, people of the GTHA are moving around the entire 
region for work and play. 

When residents of the region understand that we all benefit from these 
improvements, we believe they will agree that it is fair for all the GTHA’s 
residents to pay for projects across the GTHA. 

We also believe residents will see that !e Big Move is fair if the sequenc-
ing of projects compensates for the sometimes larger investment in some 
areas by building smaller projects in areas with less investment first. 

Innovation 

We believe Metrolinx, and other organizations involved in regional trans-
portation, should think ‘outside of the box’ in regards to designing, con-
structing, operating and funding the transportation system. !e public 
expects the transportation system to keep up with change. !is could 
involve funding for research and development; being the first in the world 
to develop and use a new funding tool; and sourcing ideas from the pub-
lic, academia and industry. Innovation should lead to real improvements, 
meaning that over the years GTHA residents should receive better value 
for the money they spend on transportation.  
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Funding Scenarios:  
How We Propose to Raise  
$2 Billion each Year for 
Transportation Investment

We developed five distinct funding scenarios to put forward to 
Metrolinx. In order to do so, we examined 26 different revenue 
tools used in jurisdictions around the world to raise funds for 
transportation investments. These scenarios represent our best 
thinking on the ways to combine revenue tools to raise the two 
billion dollars each year that is required to complete The Big Move. 

SCENARIO 1:   “MOMENTUM”

Revenue Tools:  Sales Tax, Corporate Income Tax, Vehicle   

   Registration Fee, and Federal Funding

Panelist Endorsement:  1st choice scenario of 15 panelists 

   2nd choice scenario of 7 panelists

We recognize that inefficiencies in our current transportation system are 
impeding the social and economic potential of the region, and we believe 
!e Big Move will address this challenge. !e Big Move should be funded 
through dedicated investment from all of us, including all levels of govern-
ment, business and the public at large. 

Our scenario consists of:
A one percentage point increase to the Harmonized Sales Tax that rais-
es $1.4 billion each year 
!e public, who benefit from improved transit, movement of goods across 
the region, decreased congestion, stimulated economic growth and an 
overall better quality of life, should make a contribution through a one per-
centage point increase in a province-wide sales tax. By making the sales tax 
province wide we reduce the number of people who will travel outside the 
region to make purchases to take advantage of lower sales tax elsewhere. 

!e revenues from this sales tax would be distributed to different 
areas of the province proportional to population, and would be dedicat-
ed to transportation systems. !e sales tax would follow current formu-
las concerning tax exceptions for certain products. Tax credits or other             
measures should be implemented in order to prevent placing a heavy     
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burden on those with low incomes.

A  1% corporate income tax that raises $480 million each year
Businesses in the GTHA have identified six billion dollars a year in lost 
productivity due to congestion, and have said that transportation issues are 
a priority. We believe a one percentage point corporate income tax increase 
in the region would be an appropriate investment from businesses in the 
region’s infrastructure development and economic growth. 

 
A $50 per year vehicle registration fee that raises $160 million each year
Motor vehicle owners benefit from the improved roads and reduced con-
gestion that are part of !e Big Move plan. We believe a fi(y-dollar per 
year increase to the vehicle registration fee is a fair contribution for motor 
vehicle owners to make for these improvements. !is fee could also be 
implemented province-wide, with proceeds redistributed to communities 
across the province, if there were serious concerns about residents moving 
their car registration to a property outside of the region. 

A long-term, substantial commitment of federal funding
We believe that the success of !e Big Move requires the continued coop-
eration of federal, provincial and municipal governments over the long-
term. !e federal government shares responsibility for the economic health 
of this vital region – this is why we believe the federal government should 
make a substantial long-term commitment of capital funding for transpor-
tation infrastructure in the GTHA. !is revenue will accelerate the imple-
mentation of !e Big Move’s Next Wave projects.

Our Main Funding Principles:
Dedicated Revenue
!e foundation of our proposal is that all revenue is ‘dedicated’, through 
legislation, to transportation infrastructure.

Public Fairness
We believe this scenario is fair since everyone, including government, busi-
nesses, motor vehicle owners and the public, contributes. 

Sustainability
!is scenario is sustainable since funding is predictable year over year.

Transparency
We believe this scenario is transparent since you can see the tools and peo-
ple will understand what they are and where they are going.

Ease of Implementation
We believe this scenario is easy to implement since it uses existing adminis-
trative systems.  
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SCENARIO 2:   “A FAIR RIDE”

Revenue Tools:  Sales Tax, Corporate Income Tax, Fuel Tax, 

   and Federal Funding

Panelist Endorsement:  1st choice scenario of 9 panelists

   2nd choice scenario of 7 panelists

We have developed a funding scenario that shares the responsibility for 
generating revenue fairly among users, beneficiaries and the GTHA region 
as a whole. Our scenario raises funds for transportation, encourages behav-
iour changes that will get residents out of their cars, and supports busi-
nesses to become more efficient. Our proposal is easy to understand and 
quick to implement. It leverages existing revenue collection mechanisms to 
ensure that funds are collected and distributed in a way that is transparent 
and accountable to the public. 

An improved transportation system will benefit all of us and improve our 
quality of life. It is always difficult to ask residents to pay higher taxes but it 
is time we make !e Big Move!

Our scenario consists of:
A one percentage point increase to the Harmonized Sales Tax that rais-
es $1.4 billion each year
Since everyone in the GTHA region will profit from improved transpor-
tation infrastructure, our scenario asks everyone to contribute a small 
amount. A one percentage point increase to the Harmonized Sales Tax 
will raise $$.' billion for the GTHA without unfairly targeting any group. 
Because we already pay a provincial sales tax, this revenue tool is easy to 
understand, easy to implement, and easy to dedicate to transportation 
investment.

Even with a one percentage point increase, the total sales tax paid in the 
region will still remain lower than the sales tax paid in the recent past, and 
we think it will seem fair and manageable to residents and businesses of the 
region. 

An increased sales tax requires contributions from drivers, cyclists and 
transit users, and spreads costs among individuals, businesses, and visitors 
to our region. !is revenue tool should be made safe for low-income indi-
viduals in the GTHA region by implementing new tax credits to protect 
low-income families from taxes they cannot afford. 

A 1.5 cent/L fuel tax that raises $100 million each year
We think it is fair to ask drivers to pay some additional share of the costs of 
improved transportation. A $.& cent/L additional fuel tax is a small fee. It 
does not prohibit people from driving when necessary, but creates an addi-
tional incentive for drivers to walk, bike, or take public transit where pos-
sible. !is tool encourages cycling and walking, protects the environment, 
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and reduces gridlock. 
A fuel tax will encourage business to be more efficient with the move-

ment of goods and services by cutting out unnecessary transport, but it 
will not have a strong negative impact on business or consumers. Because 
it is connected directly to driving patterns and not just car ownership, this 
revenue tool has greater potential to influence how much people drive.

A 0.2% corporate income tax that raises $100 million each year
!e business community is a major beneficiary of improved transportation 
in the GTHA. Improved transportation will make the region an even more 
attractive destination for investors, and stimulate growth in the region. !e 
increase in the corporate income tax rate is low, and is a fair contribution 
from the business community to an improved transportation system. !is 
investment will increase productivity and improve labor mobility, benefit-
ing businesses of all sizes within the province's largest economy. 

Federal funding that raises $400 million each year
!e federal government has a responsibility to the GTHA, the country's 
economic engine, and has a critical role to play in transportation infra-
structure. !e federal government must commit to maintaining its current 
transportation funding of $'## million annually. For !e Big Move to be 
successful, this funding must be predictable from year to year, and specifi-
cally allocated to transportation infrastructure in the GTHA. 

Our Main Funding Principles:
Dedicated Revenue
We have chosen revenue tools that are simple to understand and easy to 
separate from general revenues. We believe that predictable, dedicated 
funds are a critical part of a successful funding strategy.

Ease of Implementation
Each of the revenue tools we have recommended use collection methods 
that exist already, and none require new infrastructure or expensive  
capital investment. 

Regional Fairness
Our approach requires taxes to be implemented equally across the region, 
as opposed to toll roads or other mechanisms that target specific parts of 
the region disproportionately. 

Accountability and Transparency
!e revenue tools we have chosen are easy for residents to understand, 
and it will be easy for Metrolinx to inform residents of the tools and 
their impact. 
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SCENARIO 3:   “F.O.R.T.E. (FUNDING OUR REGIONAL  
  TRANSPORTATION EQUITABLY)”

Revenue Tools:  Income Tax, Corporate Income Tax, Parking Space  

   Levy, and Federal Funding

Panelist Endorsement:  1st choice scenario of 5 panelists

   2nd choice scenario of 8 panelists

We recommend a funding scenario that focuses on fairness and collective 
responsibility. Since everyone benefits from improved transportation, we 
have developed a plan that balances the responsibility for funding trans-
portation investment amongst individuals, government and businesses. 

We strongly believe that a fair funding plan should consider the ability 
of both individuals and corporations to contribute. Nobody enjoys paying 
more taxes. But we believe !e Big Move is worth the investment, and that 
a larger investment should be made by those most able to pay. We believe 
that everyone should contribute to funding !e Big Move, however we do 
not think new revenue tools should place undue burden on residents of the 
region who struggle to make ends meet.

Our funding scenario also encourages people to choose transportation 
options that reduce congestion, and leads to smarter land use planning. It 
includes a mix of tools that, if dedicated to transportation, will provide sus-
tainable funding over the long term. !is plan is not overly reliant on any 
single constituency, and can be applied transparently and accountably. 

 
Our scenario consists of:
A 20¢ per day parking space levy that raises $300 million each year
We recommend a small parking space levy because it will help change 
behaviors. We believe that this levy is a straightforward and transparent 
way to raise awareness that driving creates costs for the public system. We 
see a small levy on all non-residential parking spots as a way to encourage 
land use planning that optimizes the use of space without hurting busi-
nesses. Land-use benefits may require cooperation with municipalities to 
adjust planning requirements in order to allow for reductions in parking 
spaces where they are not needed. 

A federal contribution of $400 million each year
!ere is an established track record of federal contribution to significant 
transportation infrastructure projects. We believe we all have a stake in 
the success of other parts of Canada, and infrastructure is important to the 
national interest. We contribute (and should be contributing) to the success 
of other regions of the country, and believe the federal government should 
contribute to the success of the GTHA. 
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A 0.5% corporate income tax that raises $240 million each year
Corporations will be major beneficiaries of improved mobility, thus they 
should be required to make a contribution. Improved transportation will 
increase the productivity, efficiencies and competitiveness of businesses in 
the region. We recommend a corporate income tax because it taxes profits 
instead of adding a per-employee operating expense as under the employee 
payroll tax.

A regional income tax that raises $1.06 billion each year
We recommend using a personal income tax for residents of the GTHA, 
administered through the provincial income tax system, because we 
believe it is fair and easy to implement. A regional income tax is fair and 
progressive because residents who earn higher incomes pay a larger pro-
portion of their income in taxes, while people with lower incomes pay 
smaller amounts and those with the lowest incomes are exempt from pay-
ing this tax. An income tax is easy to implement because a provincial 
income tax system is already in place, people understand how this tax sys-
tem works and they are accustomed to paying it. 

Our Main Funding Principles:
Public Fairness
We believe this plan is fair since the majority of revenue tools in this sce-
nario are progressive. !ough everyone contributes, those who can afford 
to pay make larger contributions, while those who have trouble making 
ends meet are not asked to contribute more than they can manage. 

Sustainability
!is scenario will produce sustainable funding for transportation because 
it is not overly reliant on any one group. It includes contributions from 
individuals, businesses and governments. 

Ease of Implementation
Many of the proposed revenue tools draw on existing mechanisms for col-
lecting public revenues. !is means this scenario will be easy to implement 
and administer.

Regional Fairness
We recognize that new transportation investment will not (and should not 
necessarily) create a situation where every part of the GTHA receives the 
exact same level of transportation services. But everyone will benefit from 
an improved transportation system in the region, which is why we believe 
our funding scenario distributes the burden of new revenue tools across 
the region in an equitable manner. 

Accountability, Transparency and Dedicated Revenue
We believe that all three of these values are important to ensure the success 
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of this, and other, funding scenarios. For the plan to remain accountable 
and transparent, it is important the Metrolinx actively inform the public 
throughout the entire project. 

SCENARIO 4:   “A NEW LEAF”

Revenue Tools:  Municipal and Provincial Efficiencies, Public  

   Private Partnerships, Innovative New Revenue  

   Tools, and Federal Funding

Panelist Endorsement:  1st choice scenario of 4 panelists

   2nd choice scenario of 4 panelists

Our model includes four revenue sources, most of which intentionally go 
beyond the conventional revenue tools being used by other jurisdictions to 
raise revenues for transportation. We recognize the importance of improv-
ing transit and transportation in the GTHA. However, we strongly believe 
that it is possible to fund !e Big Move without introducing new taxes. We 
believe the GTHA should maintain low levels of taxation in order to main-
tain and improve the region’s economic competitiveness and keep cost of 
living as low as possible. We see ourselves as advocates for others who may 
oppose the introduction of conventional taxes, charges and levies to fund 
transportation investment in our region.

Our scenario consists of:
A federal contribution of $500 million each year
We would like to see $&## million from the federal government. !e feder-
al government has an important role to play in improving Canadian infra-
structure and should therefore participate in !e Big Move. Further, the 
entire country benefits from the economic success of the GTHA. We are an 
economic driver of the country, and the federal government benefits from 
GTHA success through increased income tax revenue. As such, the region 
deserves significant federal government support.

Municipal and provincial contributions of $1 billion each year
We believe that a large amount of the funding for !e Big Move must come 
from existing municipal and provincial budgets. Repeated misspending of 
public dollars, including recent examples, shows that current tax revenues 
are not being spent efficiently. We believe that other government depart-
ments can and must reduce unnecessary expenditures without reducing 
services, freeing up public funds to invest in transit and transportation. 
Before citizens are asked to pay further taxes, we want much stronger evi-
dence that both provincial and municipal governments have exhausted 
every effort to rein in spending in their current budgets in order to free up 
funds for transportation investment.
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We do not believe that a lack of new revenue tools will force govern-
ment to cut services in order to invest in transportation. We believe 
efficiencies can be found by making changes to the management and 
delivery of public services. Any saving achieved through efficiencies 
should be dedicated to Metrolinx for transit and transportation improve-
ments. Given that the provincial budget is approximately $$## billion per 
year, we believe $% efficiencies can be found to direct towards transporta-
tion investment in the GTHA. We also believe more efficient management 
of current transportation infrastructure and transit can reduce congestion 
somewhat, thus reducing the need for new investments.

Public-private-partnerships that contribute $500 million each year
We believe that each year, $&## million in revenue and efficiencies can and 
should come from public-private partnerships. We believe that an addition-
al $&## million can be generated by using private partners, who build and 
operate new transit lines more efficiently and more affordably than public 
providers. !ese private partners would invest in transit projects exchange 
for the right to operate and collect revenues on certain new transit lines. 
We have seen examples of public services outsourced to private companies, 
such as garbage collection, where public services are operated at lower 
costs than public providers.

We recognize this type of partnership may not be a viable source of rev-
enue and efficiencies for Big Move projects that require the largest capital 
expenditures, such as subways and light rail transit. However, we believe 
that $&## million can be generated by signing partnerships for !e Big 
Move’s bus rapid transit lines in York, Durham, Peel and Halton.

Innovative new revenue tools that will raise $500 million each year
We would like to see, in future years, $&## million generated from revenue 
tools not currently found in the menu of taxes and charges used by other 
regions around the world. We feel that the current revenue tools are flawed 
because they place unmanageable costs on the residents and business of 
the GTHA. Many people are already struggling to pay their bills; adding 
additional taxes may push them underwater. We believe that introducing 
new taxes will also negatively impact our regional economy. Taxes discour-
age job growth, reduce competitiveness, encourage businesses to relocate 
elsewhere, and raise the cost of goods.

Developing innovative revenue tools that do not place burdens on resi-
dents and businesses will require all levels of government to work with 
transportation policy experts as well as members of the public. We do not 
believe that innovative revenue tools can be developed overnight. But 
by setting goals and targets for future years, we believe Metrolinx, pro-
vincial, and municipal governments can be strongly encouraged to find 
new ways to raise revenues. We believe the Ontario Lottery and Gaming 
Commission may be a potential first source of revenue that does not create 
new tax burdens for the GTHA. 
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Our Main Funding Principles: 
Public Fairness
We believe this is a fair approach to the funding challenge for transit in the 
GTHA. !is scenario requires governments to do everything they can to 
find the necessary funds for !e Big Move from within their own spending 
and budgeting before imposing any new revenue tools or taxes upon citizens 
and businesses. We think it is unfair to ask middle and low-income earners to 
subsidize !e Big Move when our current tax contributions are being used 
in wasteful and inefficient ways, and efficiencies from involving private busi-
nesses in construction and operation have not been maximized. !is is why 
we believe it is fair to all tax paying citizens and businesses for revenues 
to be restricted to existing budgets, private public partnerships, and new 
innovative revenue tools. 

Dedicated Revenues
We believe that transportation investment should be a top priority for gov-
ernments. Transportation investment has been neglected in the GTHA, 
and transit and transportation improvements in the region will bring eco-
nomic benefits throughout the province and the country. !ough there are 
other important areas of need in the province, we believe that any new fed-
eral dollars, any savings created by government through efficiencies, and 
any new revenues generated by government needs to be dedicated to trans-
portation investment in the GTHA. 

Innovation
Our scenario is built on the belief that innovative new revenue tools can 
improve upon the limitations of existing options. We live in a constantly 
evolving world. As such, we believe we must stay focused on discovering 
new revenue opportunities that may arise, opportunities that place little 
burden on the residents and businesses of the GTHA. 

SCENARIO 5:   "FARE PLAY"

Revenue Tools:  Parking Space Levy, Highway Tolls, Vehicle   

   Registration Tax, Development Charges, and  

   Government Funding

Panelist Endorsement:  1st choice scenario of 3 panelists

   2nd choice scenario of 1 panelist

Our scenario is built from funding tools that are best suited to the interest 
of commuters today and encourage behavior change for tomorrow. 

We believe that we must try a new approach in order to improve tran-
sit and transportation in the GTHA. We recommend funding tools that 
will influence and change people’s behaviors more significantly than have 
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been used in the past. By selecting tools that encourage people to choose 
transportation options other than driving, we will significantly reduce con-
gestion in the region, which is in the best interests of all commuters. We 
believe that our tools will optimize land use. 

While this proposal will primarily raise revenues from those who can 
afford to pay, it also provides viable options to those who cannot. 

Our Scenario consists of:
A 50¢ per day parking space levy that raises $700 million each year
We believe that introducing a parking space levy will encourage more effi-
cient use of land in the GTHA. Healthy businesses that need parking spots 
will be able to absorb this additional cost. Businesses that do not require 
parking spots will convert them to alternative uses, encouraging higher 
density development.

A $100 per year vehicle registration tax that raises $320 million each year
We believe that, when compared to the total cost of vehicle ownership, a 
$$## annual vehicle registration tax is a minimal additional cost for most 
drivers. We believe this tax should charge lower rates to commercial vehi-
cles compared to private vehicle, and discounts should be given to vehicles 
that are environmentally friendly. 

Development charges that raise $100 million each year
Property values will increase as a result of Big Move transportation invest-
ments. We believe that it is fair to use development charges to capture 
these increases and use them to cover some of the costs of the transporta-
tion improvements. !e use of development charges should also be used to 
encourage better land use and ensure that new communities and amenities 
are developed where infrastructure exists.

Highway tolls that raise $500 million each year
We recommend implementing highway tolls in the region because we 
believe they are a fair and equitable way to raise funds while also reducing 
congestion by changing people’s travel behavior. !ere is no such thing as 
a free lunch: highway tolls will help to better reflect the costs that driving 
incurs on governments because you pay as you go. Drivers have the option 
to use transit and we believe that implementing highway tolls will encour-
age them to do so. A system of tolls can be designed to minimize negative 
impacts: for example, businesses that use highways frequently to transport 
goods and services should be given discounts in order to assure that high-
way tolls do not harm businesses unnecessarily. We believe highway tolls 
can be implemented fairly easily, without tollbooths, because new technol-
ogies, such as GPS, are widely available and widely used. 

Government funding for $400 million each year
We believe the municipal, provincial and federal governments can and 
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should provide funding to support !e Big Move. We believe the $'## mil-
lion per year should come from these three sources: 

Federal Funding: !e GTHA is the economic engine of Ontario and makes 
a significant contribution to the GDP of the country. We believe that it is 
only fair that we receive a fair share of federal government revenues. 

Efficiencies: We encourage all governments to find funds for transporta-
tion investment through a combination of belt-tightening measures and 
increased operational efficiencies.

Innovation: Governments could explore innovative ways of raising new 
revenues that minimize costs to residents and businesses. For example, 
the provincial government could work with the Ontario Lottery and 
Gaming Corporation to raise money for transportation investment.

Our Main Funding Principles: 
Public Fairness 
People have the choice to use transit rather than drive their cars. By 
increasing the cost of driving, people will be encouraged to make decisions 
that reflect their ability to pay. Also, different rates of tax can be applied to 
different user groups to support and protect business. For example com-
mercial vehicles can be charged a reduced highway toll. 

Dedicated Revenue
We believe these revenue tools should provide a dedicated source of funding for 
!e Big Move. Metrolinx should ensure the funds raised are not ploughed back 
into general government revenue and spent on other priorities.

Sustainability
!is scenario ensures a sustainable funding stream because all revenue 
tools are scalable and adjustable to respond to changing behaviors and 
conditions. If revenue generated by one tool decreases because of chang-
ing behaviours, other tools can be increased to compensate. For example, if 
revenue from the vehicle registration tax decreases, Metrolinx can increase 
the parking space levy to make up the funding deficiency.  
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Understanding the  
Reference Panel Process

The Residents' Reference Panel on Regional Transportation 
Investment is a body of 36 impartial, randomly selected residents 
from across the GTHA. Over four Saturdays in February and March 
2013, the panel met to accomplish its stated task, which was to 
“learn about the current and future transportation 
systems of the GTHA and how we can fund them, understand 
the transportation needs and priorities of residents from across 
the region, and make recommendations that will help Metrolinx 
develop a strategy for raising funds to make long-term, sustainable 
investments in transit and transportation in the Greater Toronto and 
Hamilton Area.”

!is is no easy task. Time was extremely short, and panelists quickly real-
ized they had a great deal to learn and discuss if they were to reach broad 
agreement on their recommendations for Metrolinx.

Over the course of four Saturdays, the panel worked through three dis-
tinct phases. A learning phase was designed to ensure that each panelist 
had the opportunity to become better informed about the transportation 
system, about !e Big Move, and about the taxes, fees, and tolls that could 
be used to generate revenue for transportation investment in the GTHA. 
Fi(een distinguished experts agreed to participate as guests and offered 
panelists a wealth of insight into the issues facing the transportation sys-
tem, the transit projects that have been identified as priorities, the consid-
erations that should be kept top of mind when exploring funding options, 
and the approaches used to raising funds for transportation investment in 
other city regions around the world.

A deliberation phase asked panelists to identify funding principles they 
felt should guide the development of the Investment Strategy, to evaluate the 
different revenue-generating tools available, and to combine tools into fund-
ing scenarios that raise adequate revenues. In the deliberation phase, panel-
ists are asked not only to come up with a personal position, but to develop 
a rationale for their positions and to engage with the rationales of others as 
they work towards common proposals that address the needs of the region as 
a whole. A final recommendations phase required panelists to work together 
to explain and justify in detail their agreed-to recommendations.

Fifteen distinguished 
experts agreed to 
participate as guests 
and offered panelists 
a wealth of insight into 
the issues facing the 
transportation system.
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THE CIVIC LOTTERY

!e %, members of the Residents' Reference Panel on Regional Transpor-
tation were selected by civic lottery. Ten thousand invitations were sent to 
randomly selected residences across the region in early January "#$%. !e 
invitations were transferable to anyone over the age of $) who lives in that 
residence. 

Each part of the GTHA received a number of invitations roughly pro-
portionate to its population. !e letter invited residents to volunteer four 
full Saturdays of their time to learn about transportation funding in the 
GTHA, to share their perspectives and experiences as commuters and resi-
dents of the region, and to work with others to represent the ,., million 
residents of the GTHA by developing recommendations on how to fund 
investment in our transportation system. Employees of Metrolinx and oth-
er public transit and transportation agencies, as well as currently elected 
municipal, provincial and federal representatives were ineligible to apply. 

More than '## people responded to the invitation, either volunteering to 
be part of the panel or regretting their inability to participate but requesting 
to be kept informed about the process. From the pool of $)' eligible volun-
teers, %, panelists were randomly selected in a blind draw that balanced for 
three criteria. !e selection guaranteed gender parity, matched the age pro-
file of the GTHA, and broadly reflected the geographic distribution of the 
region’s population, based on Canadian census data from "#$$. 

Special selection was not made for ethnicity, income, educational attain-
ment or other attributes. !ese supplemental characteristics have been found 
to emerge proportionately within the pool of lottery respondents and are 
carried forward to the membership of the panel. In short, the panel was com-
posed in such a way as to deliver good demographic diversity and to ensure 
that it was broadly representative of the residents of the GTHA.

DAY ONE: SATURDAY FEBRUARY 23, 2013

!e panel met for the first time at the Li Ka Shing Knowledge Institute in 
downtown Toronto. As panelists arrived, they were welcomed by the facili-
tation team and given a binder with background readings from experts 
and journalists on transit and transportation in the GTHA. Each panelist 
brought a signed Public Service Pledge, a one-page document that affirms 
his or her commitment to work diligently on behalf of all residents of the 
region throughout the panel process. 

Once everyone had arrived, Peter MacLeod, principal of MASS LBP and 
the panel’s moderator, welcomed the group and thanked them for coming 
in from across the region to take part in the panel. He introduced the mem-
bers of the facilitators team, who would be working closely with panelists 
throughout the four weekends to help guide the discussions and capture 
the panel’s perspectives. !en he introduced Bruce McCuaig, President 

The selection 
guaranteed gender 
parity, matched the 
age profile of the GTHA, 
and broadly reflected 
the geographic 
distribution of the 
region’s population...
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and CEO of Metrolinx. 
McCuaig welcomed the panelists, thanking them for their generosity and 

dedication, and reiterated the importance of the work the panel was under-
taking. He then introduced Metrolinx and !e Big Move. He explained that 
Metrolinx was responsible for presenting an investment strategy to the pro-
vincial and municipal governments at the beginning of June and that this 
panel was one way Metrolinx was gathering public input for that report. As 
McCuaig said ‘we have a lot of experts, but we also need the opinions of peo-
ple in the region. You represent the ,.& million who can’t all be here today.’

Following McCuaig’s presentation, panelists were asked to spread 
out across the lobby as if they were a map of the Greater Toronto and 
Hamilton Area and stand in the approximate location of their home. Not 
surprisingly, panelists came from every corner of the region. !e panelists 
then introduced themselves.

In their introductions, many panelists expressed frustration with the 
congestion the region faces and how it impacts their lives through long 
commutes, wasted time and delays. Others said they chose to take part in 
the panel process to ensure future generations do not have the same con-
gestion and transportation issues that plague the region today; as one pan-
elist said ‘I’m here for my children and grandchildren’. Many expressed a 
belief that an improved transportation system was essential to maintain 
the economic prosperity and quality of life in the region. Other panelists 
shared a desire to contribute to the region, as one said ‘I don’t always do 
enough to contribute to this great society, this is my way of giving back.’ 

Feeling better acquainted, the panelists sat down to an intensive learning 
session on the region’s transportation and transit system. 

!e first presenters were Victor Severino, Assistant Deputy Minister 
at the Ontario Growth Secretariat, and Josh Hjartarson, Vice President, 
Policy & Government Relations from the Ontario Chamber of Commerce. 

Severino provided a comprehensive overview of Places to Grow, the 
growth plan for GTHA. Hjartarson’s presentation focused on the eco-
nomic impact of transit and transportation sharing that ‘we do not have 
a fully functional transit system and it’s one of the biggest drags on our 
economy.’ 

A(er the presentations, the floor was opened to questions. !e panelists 
showed their interest immediately and engaged the two speakers on sev-
eral issues. Among a wide variety of questions, panelists asked for details 
on the implementation of a growth plan and how the plan was predicted 
to change densities. !ey also discussed revenues tools, asking which ones 
businesses had shown the greatest support for and why certain tools have 
or have not been successful in other regions. 

A(erwards, panelists were instructed to write down their ‘Vision for 
Transportation in the GHTA” — what they would like to see in an ideal 
transportation system in the region. Working in small groups with facili-
tators, panelists then discussed their hopes for the system. !e facilitation 
team took careful notes through the discussion, for use later in the panel 

...we have a lot of 
experts, but we also 
need the opinions of 
people in the region. 
You represent the 6.5 
million who can’t all be 
here today.’
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process. A(er a busy morning, the panel took lunch. 
A(er lunch, John Howe, Metrolinx Vice President, Investment Strategy 

and Project Evaluation, joined the panel. Howe gave a detailed presenta-
tion about how the system currently operates and how the multiple pro-
viders in the region work together. He discussed where funding currently 
comes from, delving into issues around government involvement, fare box 
recovery, and the difference between funding capital costs and operation-
al ones. When Howe finished his presentation, panelists engaged in an in-
depth question and answer period with him, discussing everything from 
Metrolinx’s accountability to the public to the role of governments and the 
private sector in funding transportation. 

A(erwards panelists had the chance to learn about the regional tran-
sit systems through a moderated conversation with Mary Frances Turner 
of VIVA/ York Region Transit, Chris Upfold of TTC, Gary McNeil of GO 
Transit and Martin Powell from the City of Mississauga. Each guest briefly 
spoke about the specific transit agency that they represented and its cur-
rent growth challenges. !ey then engaged in a lively discussion with each 
other and the panelists as they answered questions about fare integration, 
maintaining ridership, funding breakdowns, private-public sector partner-
ships, and potential revenue tools for transportation investment. 

!e final presentation of the day was from Leslie Woo, Vice President of 
Policy, Planning and Innovation at Metrolinx. Woo gave a detailed presen-
tation about !e Big Move’s Current Projects – the $$, billion in transpor-
tation investment already paid for and underway. 

She explained the difference between ‘Current Projects’- those with 
funding secured and shovels in the ground- and ‘Next Wave Projects’- 
those which Metrolinx has planned for the future. A(er Woo’s presenta-
tion, panelists asked about how to catch up from "# years of underfunding, 
how to create an equitable funding plan, whether they could make the sys-
tem self-sustaining and how Metrolinx was ensuring they were getting the 
best value for its money. 

A(er a very full first day, the Reference Panel ended at & pm. On their 
way out panelists were given a copy of Metrolinx’s Conversation Kit, and 
asked to review it over the week.

DAY TWO: SATURDAY MARCH 2, 2013

Grey skies and wet snowflakes greeted members of the panel as they 
arrived at the Toronto Centre for the Arts in North York for Day Two on 
the Residents' Reference Panel. Yet the panelists did not let the weather 
dampen their enthusiasm. Over coffee and breakfast, the panelists greeted 
each other warmly and shared reflections from their week apart and hopes 
for the day ahead. 

!e moderator and facilitation team welcomed back the panel and start-
ed the day by checking in with panelists about any insights or questions 
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that had occurred to them over the past week. It quickly became apparent 
the panel had taken to heart their responsibility to ‘think on behalf of oth-
ers’ and had made an effort to consult with family, friends, neighbors and 
co-workers. A common theme in many of the panelists’ anecdotes was the 
lack of awareness of !e Big Move in the Greater Toronto and Hamilton 
Area. One panelist explained ‘I showed my wife the project cards in the 
Conversation Kit. She was really interested, but hadn’t heard of most of 
them.’ Others agreed and many felt that Metrolinx should take steps to 
address the lack of general awareness of !e Big Move by engaging in a 
large public education campaign.

A(er sharing their stories from the week, the panel welcomed back 
Bruce McCuaig, President and CEO of Metrolinx. McCuaig had returned 
to give the panel a detailed presentation on !e Big Move’s Next Wave — 
the currently unfunded projects planned to be completed before "#%$. He 
explained the evaluation process Metrolinx went through for each new 
project; ‘For every project, we do a benefit case analysis. We look at social, 
economic and environmental benefits and then we tweak routes to see if 
benefits go up or down and compare. !is lets us decide what plans are 
best for the region.’ 

McCuaig introduced panelists to the Next Wave projects, highlight-
ing the expected benefits from each project. A(er his presentation, panel-
ists took the opportunity to ask for detailed information on a number of 
aspects of Next Wave Projects.

Once all their questions were answered, the panel moved into the first 
activity of the day. !e moderator asked panelists to take out their Vision 
Cards from last Saturday. ‘Now that you’ve heard about !e Big Move 
in detail, we want you to assess whether you think your visions will be 
achieved,’ he told panelists. Working in small groups, panelists shared 
their visions for the GTHA transporation system. Facilitators then led the 
groups in a discussion about which of these visions !e Big Move would, 
would somewhat or would not achieve. !roughout the discussion, facilita-
tors took detailed notes for future use.

A(er engaging in their first substantive small group discussion, the pan-
el welcomed back John Howe, Vice President, Investment Strategy and 
Project Evaluation at Metrolinx. Howe returned to give panelists a pre-
sentation on how Metrolinx was developing its Investment Strategy. He 
explained that Metrolinx has built a list of ", potential revenue tools for 
the investment strategy by looking at best practices from other jurisdic-
tions around the world. !ese revenue tools were different taxes, fees, and 
tolls that could be used to raise money for transit expansion. 

Howe went on to explain that Metrolinx’s study of best practices had 
also led the organization to outline four principles they felt should guide 
the selection of revenue tools for the Investment Strategy. !ese principles 
are Fairness, Regional Equality, Transparency, and Dedication of Rev-
enues. Following Howe’s presentation, panelists engaged him in an in-
depth discussion around the impacts of the different funding tools. A(er a 
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lengthy exchange, panelists took a break for lunch.
A(er lunch, the panel welcomed Richard Joy from the Toronto Region 

Board of Trade, Teresa Di Felice from the Canadian Automobile Associa-
tion (CAA) South Central Ontario, Eleanor McMahon from Share the 
Road Cycling Coalition, and John Best from the Southern Ontario Gate-
way Council. Each guest was invited to share the perspective of a specific 
constituency; Joy to speak about business, Di Felice about automobile driv-
ers, McMahon about cyclists and Best about the goods movement industry. 

!ey each gave a brief presentation discussing funding strategies and/
or revenue tools that had received support in their community. A(erwards, 
the panel asked the speakers about how to select publically supportable 
tools and about the potential for innovative new tools that have not been 
used in other jurisdictions. 

Matti Siemiatycki, Assistant Professor of Geography and Planning at the 
University of Toronto, was the last presenter of the day. He began his pre-
sentation stating that: ‘!ere is no silver bullet, !ere is some pain in each 
of these revenue tools. We need to ask ourselves how can we create a fair 
revenue generating system that will minimize and share the burden so we 
can have a strong transportation system.’ 

He presented a set of criteria to use when evaluating revenue tools and  
engaged in a thorough discussion with the panel about the ramifications, 
both positive and negative, of the different methods to generate revenue 
for !e Big Move. 

A(er spending the better part of the day hearing from experts and stake-
holders about transit and transportation, potential revenue tools and various 
funding considerations, the panel started their own discussions in earnest. 
!is was the panel’s first major opportunity to process what they had heard 
and begin to debate the principles that would guide their deliberations 
going forward. In groups of six or seven, panel members worked with a facil-
itator to brainstorm the principles they believed were important for Metro-
linx to consider when selecting revenue tools. 

Once the panelists had finished brainstorming, they were asked to decide 
which funding principle interested them the most. At each of the six tables 
in the room, a member of the facilitation team would help guide a discussion 
on one specific principle. Four of the tables would focus on the funding prin-
ciples Howe had introduced earlier in the day- Fairness, Regional Equality, 
Transparency, and Dedication of Revenues. !e two other tables would take 
the ideas the panelists had come up with in the brainstorm and determine 
which should be carried forward for their report. Working together, panel-
ists wrote up a definition of each principle and explained why they believed 
it was important for Metrolinx to consider when selecting revenue tools. 

 In the day’s final wrap up, the moderator asked the panelists to find time 
throughout their two week break to carefully review a booklet of the ", rev-
enue tools used in other jurisdictions. Panelists le( feeling tired, but well 
equipped to start developing their recommendations and motivated to delve 
further into the funding tools.

We need to ask 
ourselves how can we 
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DAY THREE: SATURDAY MARCH 16, 2013

Day three began with panelists sharing conversations they had had dur-
ing the week with family and friends about !e Big Move. One panel-
ist observed: “If we say we’re a world class city, we have to show we have a 
world class transportation system like Paris, London, New York or Rome.” 
Others had questions about independent oversight mechanisms in place to 
keep tabs on spending activities during !e Big Move. 

Panelists then broke out into their working groups from Day ", where 
each group had chosen different funding principles. Groups re-dra(ed short 
statements explaining why their group's principle was an important one for 
!e Big Move. !ese statements were then shared back with the entire room. 

!e panel then turned its attention to the ", funding tools identified 
by Metrolinx as possible revenue generators for !e Big Move. Panelists 
broke out into groups of two, and each group volunteered to work on one 
tool. Each two person team identified the most important benefits and 
drawbacks of their tool. One member was responsible for the pros of the 
funding tool, the other the cons, and through one-minute presentations 
panelists presented the most persuasive arguments for and against each 
tool to the rest of the group, in order to inform the day’s discussions. !ere 
was a lot of energy and laughter in the room as panelists added humour 
and flair to their presentations.

Over lunch, panelists took in their last guest presentation, this time from 
Professor Enid Slack, the Director of the Institute on Municipal Finance 
and Governance and an adjunct professor with the University of Toron-
to's Munk School of Global Affairs. Professor Slack's presentation covered 
how to give strong policy recommendations, and she shared insights from 
her work before a longer question and answer period. Panelist questions 
ranged from how revenues from the gas tax are allocated to municipali-
ties, to the mechanics of dedicated revenue generation.

A(er thanking Professor Slack for her time, the moderator introduced 
an activity where panelists would construct their first dra( of a funding 
scenario for !e Big Move. Each panelist was given a sheet with an empty 
“thermometer”, with increments marked between zero and $" billion. !ey 
were also given an envelope with cutouts of each of the revenue tools, sized 
according to how much revenue each would generate each year for the 
region. !e revenue tool cutouts were also colour-coded according to who 
bears the cost of the tool — the user, the beneficiary, or everyone. Partici-
pants were asked to create their own preferred funding scenario by taping 
their chosen revenue tools onto the template until they reached the $" bil-
lion target. 

A(er a quick coffee break, panelists were asked to organize themselves 
into groups based on the similarities and differences in their individual 
funding scenarios. Some panelists, a(er hearing why others had chosen par-
ticular tools over others, were persuaded to change their own funding sce-
narios. !e panel ended up divided into five working groups. 
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!e final task for the day was for each group to come up with one fund-
ing scenario that integrated the funding scenarios of each individual in 
the group. Each group landed on a group funding scenario that reflected a 
consensus or compromise, and a quick check-in gave each group the oppor-
tunity to briefly present their scenario to the room, and hear a bit about 
the scenarios of other groups. At the end of the day participants le( feeling 
optimistic about the ground that had been covered over the course of the 
three days, and ready to roll up their sleeves to do the work of finalizing 
their recommendations in the fourth session. 

DAY FOUR: SATURDAY, MARCH 23, 2013

A(er Day !ree, panelists received a typed up version of the work they 
had done thus far developing and describing their seven funding princi-
ples and dra( funding scenarios. !e panelists were instructed to careful-
ly review both the principles and funding scenarios in preparation for Day 
Four. Having diligently completed their homework, members of the panel 
arrived for Day Four full of ideas, suggestions and questions to share with 
the other panelists.

!e moderator welcomed back the panel saying, ‘We’ve travelled a great 
distance. We have the beginnings of a vision, of funding principles, of 
funding scenarios, but we still have plenty of work to do.’ Day Four’s focus 
would be filling in a series of large paper templates in order to explain the 
panel’s recommendations and create an outline of their report.

Returning to their funding scenario working groups, panelists, with 
help from the facilitators, dove into their work. Working groups were asked 
to complete a series of tasks: to give their funding scenario a name, list the 
selected revenue tools, explain why they had chosen each specific funding 
tool, write a precise rationale for why they had chosen their mix of tools 
and note how key funding principles applied to their scenario.

Once an hour had passed, the panel gathered together to hear what 
each working group had accomplished and to provide each other with 
feedback. Each working group presented what they had written so far, 
and the other members shared their reactions, questions and suggestions 
for improvements.

Following the plenary session, each scenario working group spent time 
carefully refining and elaborating on their work while also addressing and 
incorporating what they had heard from the rest of the panel. Some panel-
ists moved from one group to another having realized that their personal 
viewpoints were more closely aligned with a different funding scenario. 

A small group of volunteers broke off from their scenario working 
groups to write up sections of the report that described the panel’s vision 
for the GTHA’s transportation system, how the panel viewed !e Big 
Move, and the panel’s funding principles. !is volunteer group was pro-
vided with summaries of work completed by the panel during the first 

Each group landed 
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three days to help them accomplish their task. 
Many panelists chose to work right through lunch, as they added details 

to their recommendations and worked to explain as clearly as possible why 
Metrolinx and the resident’s of the region should support their combina-
tion of tools. 

!e panel reconvened for one more feedback session, with each work-
ing group presenting their revised and expanded funding scenarios. 
Once again, the rest of the panel had the opportunity to share their reac-
tions, offer constructive criticisms, and make suggestions to other working 
groups. !ey also had the opportunity to hear from and provide guidance 
to the volunteer group that was working on the introductory sections. 

As the a(ernoon progressed, panelists rushed to articulate as clearly 
as possible all aspects of their funding scenario, conscious that their 
work would form the backbone of the report that would be presented 
to Metrolinx. 

And before long, time was up. !e tables worked up until the last 
moment to put finishing touches on their recommendations. !en the facil-
itators collected the template sheets and bound them together to create an 
oversized book entitled the ‘Dra( Report from the Residents' Reference 
Panel on Regional Transportation Investment’. 

With Bruce McCuaig, President and CEO of Metrolinx, and other senior 
staff present, a representative from each working group took the podium 
and read their section out loud. A warm round of applause from Metrolinx 
staff and the rest of the panel followed each section.

Once the dra( had been presented, Bruce McCuaig thanked the panel 
for their impressive work. McCuaig assured panelists that their recommen-
dations were extremely important and would be read carefully by Metro-
linx staff and the Board of Directors. On behalf of Metrolinx, McCuaig 
presented each member of the panel with a ‘Certificate of Public Service’ 
and thanked them individually for their dedication. !e moderator, in 
his closing remarks, reminding panelists that their work would be edit-
ed by the facilitation team and sent out to them for final commentary and 
approval before being released. Any panelist who had comments that they 
felt were not reflected in the report were invited to submit a 'supporting 
opinion' to be included in the final report.

And then the panel was complete. !e panelists said their goodbyes and 
headed for their homes across the region, feeling exhausted but proud of 
what they had accomplished together.

And before long, time 
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Appendix

SUPPORTING OPINIONS

I worked on Scenario # 2, ‘Fare Play’, and support what my group has accom-

plished. That said I believe that instead of using a fuel tax to raise $100 million 

per year, Metrolinx should increase transit fare prices by 15% and introduce 

fare-by-distance in transit systems where it does not already exist. For short 

trips this added fee would be relatively small, and for longer trips it would entail 

a larger increase in transit fare prices. I believe this will generate over $100 mil-

lion per year, which should be contributed towards the $2 billion per year neces-

sary for transportation investment in the GTHA. —Renée James 

I am really pleased with the work we have accomplished as a Panel. Transit and 

transportation systems create and maintain the essential flow of goods and ser-

vices, just like the heart pumps vital oxygen and proteins throughout the human 

body. The Next Wave will help us better care for our cities. I hope Metrolinx can 

work more on communicating about the improvements we are making and will 

make. It’s not just about the addition of new lanes, and routes. These projects 

will change the appearance of our transit system and of our communities for 

the better The public needs to be shown, visually, how different locations will be 

changed for the better. The next wave should have a graphic drawn up, of what 

the roads of the future will look like.... We should have illustrations of ‘before 

and after’ advertised around the region. In this way, people will see what is 

being paid for with any new fees, and they will better understand how they will 

benefit directly from the Next Wave of projects. —Shaun Wade

The five scenarios represent varied opinions on what funding tools to use, and 

I believe they are important contributions to the debate. That said, I think they 

have all missed some very important considerations which I would will enumer-

ate here: 

Each of the three categories of interested parties (Citizens of the GTHA, Users 

of the Transportation System and Beneficiaries of the Improved System), should 

make a substantial contribution to the cost of implementation. This is in the 

interest of Fairness, and also ensures that all categories remain committed and 

interested in seeing that the expected results are indeed reported transparently 

and finally achieved.

No one tool should be relied on to provide more than 50% of the funds 

needed. This should help to ensure that, if circumstances change during the 

duration of The Big Move and anticipated funding falls short of committed and 

dedicated expectations, established alternatives that already make substantial 
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contributions are available and can be adjusted to make up any shortfall.

Private partners in Private Public Partnerships should be considered as a 

member of the 'beneficiary' category since they would be expecting to obtain a 

profit from their investment, and any Government Grant would be considered a 

contribution from the citizens in general because it ultimately come from general 

tax revenues. —Christopher Walker 
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